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The Original Prophecy came to me July 2012, I expanded it in 2014 and 2015 has some more ‘Gaps’
filled in basically of the same Word of the Lord that came to me , but the details are being filled in as
we go , Prophecy is like a Scroll in God’s Timeline , the details you don’t always see immediately , and
even though you might ‘see’ a month or date in that month the actual year this will happen may not
always be clear , as you are looking into another dimension of GODS TIMING and that moves at the
speed of LIGHT (186,000 mils per second ) and one day in the Lord is 1,000 years so to ‘See a window’
is hard to ‘freeze frame’ the Vision , however, the Mark of a Prophet is a 3 way test :
The VISION will
1) Cross Check with the Word of God (in principle and truth)
2) Circumstances will verify (it comes to Pass)
sometimes this may take 20 years , or 12 months , or Biblically hundreds of years
3) There will be a peace of God in your heart (Witness of the Holy Spirit)
Also when I ‘see’ something from God I always ‘cross-check’ what God is saying to other Prophets
Globally , with the Internet you can do that and I have linked many of the prophets of God on my web
site www.fitforchristministries.com so you can EXPAND YOUR VISION too .
What I find is that I get CONFIRMATION that way and check if I am ON TRACK, the Word God gives me
will not be identical to others but the others will have various dimensions of the BIG PICTURE and
then I can then see what God is telling me in perspective with the others.
For Example I recently gave a prophecy to the Cook Island Church in Aug 2014 and immediately the
pastors wife came up to me afterwards and said what I said was a CONFIRMATION of what another
prophet declared over the church and the Cook Islands and this is how it works in God .(one prophet
will confirm the other)
SO 2015 Prophesy by Graham Healy
1)TERRIOSM : Islam is rising up and persecuting Christians and Israel in a most
horrible way and In AUSTRALIA the middle East War will TOUCH THE SHORES OF
AUSTRALIA.
HOWEVER GOD HAS HAD ENOUGH and this is the word that has come to me over
Terrorism “Even though you have raised your ugly head against my people this is
your fate and it has now been SEALED……
OBADIAH 1:15 I have written this Curse upon the foreheads of the Terrorist who
represents the spirit of the ANTI-CHRIST, the Devil and Satan himself”
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OBADIAH 1:15 “For the day of the Lord upon all the nations is NEAR; AS YOU HAVE
DONE , IT SHALL BE DONE TO YOU; YOUR REPRISAL SHALL RETURN UPON YOUR
OWN HEAD” thus saith the Lord
Terrorism for a short while will seem as if they are getting stronger , but GODS
JUDGEMENT is already set upon them and they shall (as was the people of EDOM
in OBADIAH) be wiped from the face of the earth.
2)FINANCIAL CRICIS
“This Year is the Year of my Jubilee and Blood Moons , I will WIPE THE SLATE
CLEAN and FREE MY PEOPLE FROM DEBT SLAVERY did not I decree this to be so in
my Word ? Leviticus 25? to my servant Moses ? as the great EXODUS from
EGYPT occurred so will I SET MY PEOPLE FREE OF DEBT SLAVERY in 2015 and
RELEASE THEM .”
3)METRED JUDGEMENT :
“As you have read in Revelations by my servant the beloved JOHN , I will release a METRED
VERSION of the 4 Horses of the apocalypse , this is not to be confused with the actual apocalypse but
will be a taste of things to come , as my purpose is that NONE should perish and that ALL have the
opportunity to be SAVED and TURN TO ME the one TRUE GOD. (Revelations 6:1-17)
The metred Judgement will be :
The White Horse : will be the RELEASE OF THE GLORY OF THE LORD through my prophets and
preachers of the Word
The RED horse : will be War and terror upon the earth starting at the middle east , but I shall rally my
forces and my Holy Land Israel will be Victorious and need I remind you that those who CURSE Israel
will be CURSED and those who Bless ISRAEL will be BLESSED
The BLACK Horse : Financial Disaster and depression the USA dollar will crash , but my people in USA
will repent and RETURN as my JUDGMENT ARM of the ARMY of THE LORD there is a Loyal remanent
in the USA who believe and preach my uncompromised WORD and they shall be protected and rise up
and be advisers to Governments and Judges , USA will be HUMBLED but they shall REPENT and RISE
UP QUICKLY .
(Note : The Pale Horse has not been emphasised to me by the Holy Spirit at this stage)
Australia , New Zealand and the South-pacific Islands : the Economic down turn Globally will cause a
depression in Australia starting in March 2015 .
But my HAND IS UPON AUSTRALIA and New Zealand and the South pacific Islands (who have diligently
kept my WORD FAITHFULLY) I WILL, In FACT I HAVE CREATED a TSUNAMI of my HOLY SPIRIT starting
from the COOK ISLANDS and this will STRIKE the mainlands of New Zealand and Australia like a HOLY
GHOST FIRE, this HOLY GHOST FIRE will PURGE my CHURCH and the GOVERNMENTS of ALL
CORRUPTION, and because it is my Jubilee Year all DEBTS WILL BE WIPED CLEAN.
My Prophets and Preachers will become advisors to Governments and Business and AUSTRALIA, NEW
ZEALAND and South Pacific Islands SHALL BECOME SOVEREIGN STATES INDEPENDENT FROM THE
WORLDS FINANCIAL SYSTEMS.
OIL and GAS and creative Ideas I will give to these peoples who REPENT and TURN TO ME and ACCEPT
the LORD as SAVIOUR and KING.
ISRAEL will partner with Australia on many projects
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4)OPEN DOORS: I will open DOORS , I said DOORS, for my Prophets and Preachers (from Australia ,
New Zealand and South Pacific Islands)to PREACH MY WORD throughout South East Asian all the
way to CHINA .
5)MONEY COMES : The TRANSFER OF WEALTH from the WICKED to my RIGHTEOUS will occur in
2015 the 7th transfer and LAST before the DAY OF THE LORD
6)MY KINGDOME COMES:
I am empowering my Prophets and Preachers to establish my Kingdome here on this Earth NOW
2015 will be the reconstruction of BIBLICAL RULE and PRINCIPLES , just as my Nation of USA was
established before it was corrupted so will the USA return to its first Love and truly IN GOD THEY
WILL TRUST with all their Heart , mind and soul .
Australia , New Zealand and South-pacific Islands will also REPENT and RETURN to its BIBLICAL
ROOTS as my servant Smith Wigglesworth prophecied the GREAT REVIVAL will start in Australia
,New Zealand and the south-pacific Islands and SPREAD ALL OVER THE WORLD starting 2015.
Australia, New Zealand and South-pacific Islands will be a SENDING OUT APOSTOLIC NATIONS
“Thus Saith the LORD Saturday 3 January 2015
(through Graham Healy)
The Various other Prophetic Points I stated in 2012,13,14 (see below)
is relevant to Political and Business aspects that are coming to pass , it seems that ALL OF the last 23 years WILL INTERSECT and CULMINATE in 2015

Graham Healy
Saturday 3rd Janurary 2015
______________________________________________
(see Below for 2013-14) Note what I have see Below are in progress , the year might be a bit out , but
as explained the TIME in prophecy is governed by Gods dimension of Time and very hard to FREEZE
FRAME and EXACT TIME , so for example I have been saying the ECONOMIC COLLAPSE of the USD will
occur in APRIL 2013?14? 15?
looks like 2015 is the correct year , but the Month is correct March/April, like Joseph between his
dream as a Youth and becoming Prime Minister of Egypt was 20 years in man’s timing , but to Joseph
it would have seemed like tomorrow , then when he was cast into jail it would have seemed
impossible but GOD GAVE HIM THAT VISION (or prophecy)and it saved the whole Nation of Israel and
this is what prophesy is like it requires a TRUE HEART and FAITH and sometimes a lot of PATIENCE .GH
Graham Healy
Fit for Christ Ministries
www.fitforchristministries.com
___________________________________________________________________________________
( Page 4 below for 2013-14 prophecy’s by Graham Healy)
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YOU WILL REAP what you have Sown in 2013 in 2014
January 1, 2014

Several People have asked my what will happen in 2014-15-16 ?
and Since I carry the mantle of the 'Profit' and am a 'seer' of future Events I give this advise
to my face book friends , and also the 'others' who 'say what’s Healy on about again' I'll make
it brief , copy this text and keep it in your dairy and 'tick it off' as the events occur.
(Disclaimer the month , is usually 'spot on' but sometime the actual timing of the 'year' is
hard to predict , the reason for this is that the 'spiritual' realm 'the 'kingdom of light' moves at
the speed of light 186,000 miles per second so 'events' I 'see' are 'windows' of time moving
at that speed , and one day in the Lord is 1,000 years so that means 20 years earth time is
30 minutes in God's time (above the light line) , now you got that straight .
O yeah , just for the skeptics I saw the Brisbane floods one month before they happened (in
a dream) (and warned everybody accordingly) in writing via email.
Here goes 2014.
The Fool makes new years resolutions, Why , because whatever you believe, there is one
UNIVERSAL Principle of God that applies in all time and space and that is the principle of sow
and reap.
Those who over 2013 have 'sown BAD SEED' will accordingly 'reap BAD HARVESTS' in 2014 ,
those who have sown 'Good seed' will reap a 'GOOD HARVEST' .
Now here is the Spiritual version locally and Globally.
1)QE quantitative easing (in other-words printing money) and bailing out bankrupt banks
and Global companies , this has continued since 2007 ALL this MONEY has filtered into the
hands of the ELITE RICH the top 1% and NONE of these funds have trickled down to small
business and the economy.
Result of seed sown:

GLOBAL CURRENCY CRASH APRIL 2014 this includes STOCK MARKET CRASH and
HOUSE VALUATION ASSET CRASH commonly call a 'deep recession'.
2)THE BABYLONIAN SYSTEM of DEBT and the RESULTANT SLAVERY is FINISHED
'Enough' is 'Enough' Gods hand has moved on this already and the WHOLE GLOBAL SYSTEM
will be INVERTED or TURNED OVER.
Result of seed sown:

TRANSFER OF WEALTH FROM THE CORRUPT RICH TO THE RIGHTEOUS POOR
3)AUSTRALIA
As a result of the above 'currency crash' the shock wave will hit our economy like a Tsunami
(as it will the whole globe) and the current system of 'Debt and Slavery' will CRASH and
IMPLODE.
Result of seed sown:

Cancellation of ALL DEBT (the Debt Jubilee) just as you would do with a bankrupt
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company that is insolvent ...not throw more money at it .
Abbot and the Liberals will HAVE NO ANSWERS
A COMPLETE STOP RESET of Australian Politics is Looming as a result of the
above.
Result of seed sown:
Neither Labour or Liberals have any answers except SPEND DEBT MONEY or BORROW MORE
DEBT MONEY the net result is MORE DEBT SLAVERY and TAXES for all concerned .

SENATORS will rise up out of the Confusion and be elected to run territories , we
will see the OLD TWO PARTY SYSTEM IN AUSTRALIA DISSOLVE and be replaced
by a Senatorial System of True REPRESENTATION of the People and territories of
Australia
4)AUSTRALIA will become the FRUIT & VEGETABLE BASKET for South East Asia ,
DISCOVERY OF HUGE NATURAL RESOURCES will occur
5)DESERT LAND WILL BE CONVERTED TO FARM LAND by Israeli Scientists in the
AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK a WATER SYSTEM WILL BE DEVELOPED from Darwin to south
Australia .
6) SOUTH AUSTRALIA Huge OIL and GAS DEPOSITS DISCOVERED in DESERT AREAS
7)QUEENSLAND Regeneration of the SUGAR CANE INDUSTRY with ETHANOL GREATER
THEN ITS FORMER GLORY the Smell of sugar cane crushing plants in FULL OPERATION
again.
7)TOYOTA will partner with AUSTRALIA and establish the BIGGEST manufacturing plant
in the WORLD right here in Australia , the Japanese will become a major partner with
Australia for South east Asia , part of the deal with Toyota will be a trade off for Food,
farmland and Rice fields (in Queensland) to supply Japan with a reliable food chain ,
JAPANESE will call Australia their 'second home' and be welcomed as our bonds of friendship
strengthen.
FINALLY there will be a RISING UP of AUSTRALIAN CHRISTIAN BUSINESSMEN to
RECLAIM LOST TERRITORY for AUSTRALIA and act in the best interests of the COUNTRY and
the People instead of the Corruption of of the current political system of 'non' producers and
'non achievers' .

DEBT WILL BE WIPED CLEAN off the SLATE and a COMPLETE SYSTEMIC RESTART
ALSO Twiggy Andrew Forrest of Fortescue Metals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Forrest
Will form Australia's first Interest FREE BANK(or very low 1% interest) to KICK START the
SMALL BUSINESS COMMUNITY in the middle of the Crisis.
THATS IT FOLKS ......THIS YEAR IS A YEAR OF DRAMATIC CHANGE and INVERSION and
TRANSFER OF WEALTH out of the hands of the CORRUPT and EVIL PEOPLE.
THE CHANGES ARE IRREVERSIBLE THE JUSTICE PENDULUM IS SWINING BACK NOW IN THE
OTHER DIRECTION
Graham Healy
Fit for Christ Ministries
www.fitforchristministries.com
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Written July 2012 by Graham Healy
(THE ORIGINAL PROPHECY by Graham Healy)
(note some of the dates might be slightly out, but what happens will happen, some of the
timing is hard to predict exactly, as you have to remember one day in the Lord is 1,000
years so there is a 'different perspective' of 'TIME' in the prophetic realm, so 1 hour is 41.66
years ,1 minute in the Lords timing 8.33 months and 1 sec= 4.166 days, so its an
understatement when looking at the Lords timing (which is perfect) but ,estimating
that 'exact occurrence time on earth' is the hard part ) :) GH
But , in saying that sometimes you get a NOW urgency , however, most impressions are of
future events on a 'video like pre-recorded spiritual tape or scroll. (Prophecy is a progressive
scroll) GH
Predictions:
1) The Labour Government will federally dissolve at end of may 2012
(This actually happened May 2013)
2)The Labour Party will never be reformed as it is Today
(This statement was made on July 2012 , labour is now reforming as of July 2013)
3)The Liberals will struggle and they will create a mandate to Govern just like Queensland.
When the European (GFC part 2) hits , the Liberals will have trouble delivering their
policies.
This will result in a restructure of Government and a NEW POLITICAL SYSTEM
(This new political system in Australia will be like a Senate or Senators with territories , the
two party political system as we know it will dissolve , and be redundant , we will just have a
kind of Senate and Local councils , the middle tier of Government (the two party system) will
no longer be required.
4)Another GFC will peak in 2013
5)GFC part 2 will happen around 15 April 2013 , or at least be the start of the Currency
Collapse Globally
6) There will be a rising up of the Senate (refer (3)) .The Senators will control territories
7)When the GFC hits there will be a complete meltdown of the business sector and the tax
system will be redesigned withing 3 years from 2013 to 2016-17
8)The Outback of Australia will be converted to farmland by Israeli Farmers
9)The Regeneration of Farming in Australia will feed Asia
10)Mr Twiggy Forrest of Fortescue Metals will be the founder of Australia's bank that will
give non-intrest loans to small and medium business by May 30th 2013 (or 1% very low
interest)
(This is the only way to re-generate and support the backbone of the country i.e. small to
medium business)

Note: the time as explained above may be slightly out due to the reasons explained in
the opening paragraph, however, the PRINCIPAL Predictions will come to pass .GH
www.fitforchristministries.com

